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Abstract 

 
The Focus of this research is on mathematical analysis of life of gears and reducing noise frequency of 

gears due to change of material from C-45 to 19mncr5. Calculations for gears life was done with the help 

of Lewis equation and Buckingham formula. Basically life of a gear is depending upon the stress, more the 

stress on gear lesser life of gear will be. In this paper some major condition to perform a gear without 

failure is achieved i.e. tangential force should be less than tangential load to sustain static load, dynamic 

load should be less than endurance load to sustain dynamic load and wear load should be less than static 

load to sustain wear load. After calculation of 19mncr5 material we evaluate that endurance load acting on 

the gear which is greater than the dynamic load so our gear come out be safe. Also this study shows 

declination of noise level in 19mncr5 material compare to C-45 material.  

 

Introduction 
 
The requirement of component design is a specific life as well as specific function to be 
performed. As long as these criteria are satisfied, one can think of optimization of the components 
as regards size, shape and material. However, when there is deviation i.e. failure before expected 
life or unsatisfied performance then there is a need to look into various aspects such as material 
composition, hardness of material, manufacturing processes, heat treatments and operating 
conditions etc. If there is no variation in these, then there is a need to go into details such as type 
of failure, nature of fracture and analysis of induced stress and arrive at a conclusion whether 
some modifications can do the job or total redesign of the component is required [1]. 

 
From decades, Companies facing one huge problem i.e. damaging of gears before warranty 
period’s ends and one of the major reason for that is vibration which generate noises and 
ultimately help to decrease down the efficiency of the transmission box [6]. This paper is lighting 
up the cluster gear 1st and 2nd gear of transmission system. If gear will experience maximum 
power during engagement then at the same time it will give minimum torque output as we all 
know that power and torque is inversely related to each other [8]. During engagement of the gears 
driven and driving gear ratio must match then only they can engaged properly. Now this is the 
area where problem sticks when these gears engaged they start making rattling noise which 
ultimately reduces down the life of gear. 
 
Traditionally, transmission box contain number of gears which differentiate by forward gears and 
reverse gear. Maintaining such complex shifting system is not an easy task. This huge 
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transmission box create problem in the field of vibration and noise also we have to balance this 
shifting system with engine. Recently many attempts have been made by numerous authors to set  
up models aimed at stimulating the dynamic behaviour of gears [5].Umpteen conclusion where 
draw out and those conclusion were judged practically for the betterment of transmission. This 
paper show that how vibration and noise reduction directly relates to life of gears and help to 
increase life of gears. According to literature, if the gears were perfectly rigid and no geometrical 
errors or modifications were present, the gears would transmit the rotational motion perfectly, 
which means that a constant speed at the input shaft would result in a constant speed at the output 
shaft. The assumption of no friction leads to that the gears that would transmit the torque 
perfectly, which means that a constant torque at the input shaft would result in a constant torque 
at the output shaft. No force variations would exist and hence no vibrations and no sound (noise) 
could be created. Of course, in reality, there are geometrical errors, deflections and friction 
present, and accordingly, gears sometimes create noise to such an extent that it becomes a 
problem [3]. Simulation of meshing of gear drives performed by application of tooth contact 
analysis (TCA) and test of gear drives have confirmed that transmission errors are the main 
source of vibrations of the gear box and such vibrations cause the noise of gear drive [4]. 
 
It is assumed that the tooth surfaces are at any instant in point tangency due to the localization of 
contact. Henceforth, we will consider two types of meshing: (i) surface-to-surface, and (ii) 
surface-to-curve. Surface-to-surface tangency is provided by the observation of equality of 
position vectors and surface unit normal. Surface-to-curve meshing is the result of existence of 
edge contact [7].Reduction of noise of a gear drive requires modification of one of the pair of 
contacting surfaces. The surface modification is illustrated for three types of gear drives: helical 
gears, spiral bevel gears, and worm gear drives [4]. 
 

Background 
 
The gears in transmission box of 4 cylinder, 6 cylinder (in line or V), wind turbine, ships even the 
helicopters faces transmission noises like Rattling/clattering, Whining/Squealing, bearing noise 
and gear shifting noise which generates from vibration that led to damage the gears when they 
were transferring the power from input shaft to output shaft[8,9]. Basically Rattling noise is also 
caused due to lose part assemble and after examined idler gear, radial and axel float of driving 
and driven gears and sliding sleeves.   According to data collected, Cluster gear failure take place 
before 1 year of 1000 hours whichever is less. After research several pragmatic aspects of gear I 
check one common error which I make that is for every attempt I am using same material for the 
gear. Generally industries use C-45 material for manufacture gear. But noticeable advantages 
were seen when we use 19mncr5 material. Specification of 19mncr5 is that it has 235 annealing 
hardness, 788 degree preheating temperature, and Quenching temperature in salt bath surface is 
1191 degree and in controlled atmosphere furnace 1204 degree Celsius. This material generally 
used for flat bar, tube/pipe, profiled forging, steel plates. 
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Figure 1.shows dimensional view of gear. 

 

Mathematical Analysis 
 

 

 

CHECKING OF THE GEAR FOR DYNAMIC AND WEARING LOAD 
 

We have from Buckingham formula   

               

WD= WT+ {21 v (b*c + WT) / 21v + (b*c + WT1/2) 
All the terms in the expression are known except “c” which depends upon the type of gear that is 
quality of the gear. It is known Dynamic factor. 
For first class commercial gear dynamic factor c is 476 (refer 2).                                  
Substitute all the value in the equation (5), we get       
  WD = 15155.74 N                                                  
Substitute the value of module (m) in equation ($), above we get                
y = .133                                                             
Now we calculate the endurance strength of the gear having module = 3   
 Ws = ∏e * b* 3.14*m*y                                                             
∏e = 1200 MPa for 19MnCr5 
Put all the values in the above expression, we get       
  WS = 30068.64 N           
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We know that ratio factor “Q” is  
given, we get  Q= 2* velocity ratio/ (velocity ratio+1)              Q= 1.35   
                 Wear load WW = Dp *b*Q*k 
  
Where            
                        K = load stress factor        
   

 K = [{( S)2 * sin2Q}*{(1/EP) + (1/EG)}]/1.4  
Where             
 ∏s = 1200 Mpa for 19MnCr5          
Q = 20 degree    
     
EP and EG are the young modulas of pinion and gear respectively. Since the material are made up 
of same material. Therefore we take it as 2*105 

 
Substitute the value of the expression in the above equation.   
We get K = .8799  
 
Put the value of load stress factor equation (6), we get   WW = 23697.46 N 

 
The conditions for a gear to function without failure under static, dynamic and wear load 
conditions. 
 

� FT<WT  to sustain static load 
� WD<Ws to sustain dynamic load 
� Ww<Ws to sustain wear load. 

 

Data of Loaded Gear with material C-45  
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Data of Loaded Gear with Material 19Mncr5 

 

 
 
For the gear to be safe Ws&Ww should be greater than Wd Since in our case Ws is greater than 
Wd. So our gear is safe in Dynamic loading. But Ww is come out be less than WD. Therefore our 
gear is failing in wear. This problem can be easily rectified by giving proper heat treatment to the 
gears.  
 
To find the value of the hardness which must be kept on the gear to avoid their failure in the 
wear, we will work out the load stress factor. This is obtained by equating Ws= Ww 
 

� Therefore corresponding to this value of K and gear quality 9, if we keep the HRC 58~63 
then our gear is safe in wear.  

� Since in our case WS is greater than WD. So our gear is safe in Dynamic loading.  
 

 
 

Figure showing gear and dog teeth (Left) and top view showing entry chamfer angle and back taper angle 
(Right) 
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Noise Experiment  

 

 
 

 

Noise Level of Gear with material C-45 
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Noise Level with Material 19MNCR5  

 
Figure 1 Show the inclination pattern in noise which keep on increase as RPM increase and 
Figure 2 show inclination pattern till 1100 rpm and noise at that point is 82 dB(A) and But after 
that it show constant pattern at 80 decibel which is a very good sign in Material 19Mncr5.  
 

Conclusion 

 
According to the results, the modified gears 1st and 2nd in driving gears are safe from strength 
and noise parameters.  
 

� the reduction in noise is from ~90 to 80 dB 
� Increasing endurance load and wear load from 2562 N, 2395 N to 30068.64 N, 23697.46 

N (respectively)  
 
 
Reducing noise and increasing load of gear is most efficient if tackled at its source, that is, on the 
gear, shaft and bearing level. Proper design of gears and shaft-bearing systems ensures that the 
excitation of the transmission housing is minimized. Need to work on numerical coordination of 
tooth surface by analysis 3d-Cad software. 
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